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On Tuesday, we started our Annual Feud of Food “competition. Donated food items are
distributed to God’s food Pantry and monetary donations are donated to the Pulaski County
Project 58:10 Food bag program. Currently, we have collected 51 cans. I would like to
challenge every student and staff to bring (1) one can of food to school to help families in
our county with food insecurities. We are collecting until November 16th!
Kinsa & Lysol are providing FREE smart thermometers for all families
at our school. To order yours text JOIN to the number 24020. You’ll
receive a text back with a link to download the Kinsa app.
Thursday November 11th is Veterans Day!
Veterans Day is a day of reflection, not a celebration.
It's a day to commemorate why the veterans did what they did and do
what they do.
It is also a day of Gratitude; Recognizing that most veterans serve to
fulfill an inner calling and sense of personal responsibility -- and not to
seek fame and glory Relating to your veteran over your mutual pride for and love of this nation and her people will
convey your gratitude for their service in a personal and meaningful way. And a day of Careful Conversation;
Veteran" is not a one-size-fits-all title. Even within the same unit, each service member will have a different experience
-- some painful, some triumphant and some both. Making assumptions about a service member's experience can do
more harm than good, so make sure to approach your conversations with care. For some, Veterans Day is just another
federal holiday. But for many, it is a day of reflection, gratitude and conversation.
This year, let's make sure to honor our veterans in the best way possible by reflecting on the significance of their
service, conveying our gratitude in meaningful and personal ways, and carefully pursuing conversations that will
allow them to talk about the memories they wish to recall without forcing them to relive memories they're seeking
to avoid.

Braves Card winners for the week of October 25 - 29.

Braves Card winners for the week of November 1 - 5.

Kg - Caroline Carter - Being responsible - Miss Crawford
3rd - Cheyenne Sumner - Encouraging others - Mrs. Irma
4th– Tobias LaPrade - Sharing with other - Mrs. Harris
5th - Klayston Martinez - Being prepared - Miss Hutchinson
Staff - Carrie Sanders - She works hard and is dedicated to

Kg - Zander Vernon - Being responsible - Miss Crawford
1st - Paisley Royer - Being respectful - Mrs. Brinson
2nd - Oakley Richardson - Being responsible - Mrs. Chism
3rd - Kayden Bush - Being responsible - Mrs. Wilson
4th - Miley Cooper - Encouraging others - Mrs. Weaver

our school.
The vision for Southern Elementary students is that every student is proficient and prepared for success by
becoming college and career ready.

